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The Why             The What            The How
R;pple is a digital tool, which if a user 

searches for harmful content online, 

they will first be guided through a filter of 

breathing exercises and then very 

simple, uncluttered and calmly 

presented strategies and forums, help 

lines and mental health services they 

can access both now and longer term: 

accompanied with messages of hope 

and encouragement to keep safe. 

It’s a free tool for the education sector 

and parents.

I lost my only sibling, my brother Josh, 

on 25th November 2020 to suicide at 21 

years old.

Josh had been researching techniques 

to take his own life via harmful internet 

searches. The content available online 

following a search of this nature 

currently provides mental health support 

in one format; a helpline. 

To ensure more help and support is 

given to individuals searching for 

harmful content online, I set up R;pple

Suicide Prevention.

The aim is for R;pple to be reactive 

as opposed to pro-active. As a 

result, a phased approach to roll out 

R;pple across a wide range of 

platforms and infrastructures is 

present. The R;pple tool will be 

available in the following stages:

• A Browser Extension

• Wi-Fi Integration

• Internet Service Provider offerings

• Forceful manufacturer download

@Ripplesuicideprevention
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Are harmful online searches an issue?

@Ripplesuicideprevention
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59% of working adults are unaware of any suicide 
prevention policies within their workplace (        , 2022)

1/5 of working adults see their workplace mental health 
policies as a mere ‘tick box exercise’, with 23% citing they 

don’t have any policies in place at all (        , 2022)  

Searches for suicide helpline number have increased by 

125% since January 2019 (              ,2021)

TM

Employers must do more to protect the mental wellbeing and safety of their staff. 
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The R;pple tool 
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Evidence & Research
QR Codes

For the Grassroots, Jacobs One Million Lives, 

Clic and Hub of Hope ongoing support options, 

a QR code is present. This has been included 

to improve the user journey when online using 

a laptop or desktop computer. By simply 

scanning the QR code with their smart device, 

the user will be immediately transferred to the 

mental health support option.

Clic

Clic has been chosen as an option for users 

requiring ‘ongoing support’ because it is a 

forum for users to connect with likeminded 

people and is moderated 24/7. An online forum 

has been included based upon the research 

and evidence from Samaritans which states 

‘online forums could facilitate peer support with 

providers ensuring it is a safe place’.

Exit

The R;pple tool features an ‘exit’ option to 

enable users to close the R;pple tool and 

continue their search. This is to ensure that 

R;pple is not restricting users’ rights and 

choices relating to their online searches. 

Colours

The R;pple tool features soft grey and purple 

coloured imagery and text to align with the 

R;pple brand. According to research, soft 

purple tones have the capacity to bring 

balance and make users feel inner peace. 

Purple hues are known to signify strength and 

peace and wisdom. Grey has also been 

chosen to bring a sense of balance. As grey is 

a cool, neutral and balanced colour, it creates 

both a solid and stable grounding – perfect to 

evoke a sense of calm and composure, and 

relief from a chaotic world.

Jacobs One Million Lives

The Jacobs One Million Lives tool has been 

selected to feature on the R;pple tool as an 

opportunity for users to take an online check 

in. The app allows users to take a free check-

in to understand how they are coping and start 

the journey to better mental health as well as 

encouraging open conversation about mental 

health and knowledge sharing to reduce 

stigma

Bookmark

The R;pple tool features a ‘bookmark’ option to 

enable users to save the tool contents for later.

Grassroots

Grassroots has been selected to feature on 

the R;pple tool in order to provide a choice of 

ongoing assistance for users to receive more 

long term support. The StayAlive app is a 

pocket suicide prevention resource, packed full 

of useful information to help users stay safe. 

Users can utilise the app if they are having 

thoughts of suicide or if they are concerned 

about someone else who may be considering 

suicide. Stay Alive’s user base is 

predominantly represented by younger 

demographics given the inherent nature of the 

solution being a digital application. Survey 

results showed that the majority of app users 

were supporting someone at-risk rather than 

at-risk individuals themselves, This finding fits 

with our desire to not only offer support to 

those at-risk, but to offer help to those 

supporting others with thoughts of suicide.

Academia

R;pple has worked collaboratively with The

University of Bristol, The University of 

Nottingham and The University of Lancaster to 

help shape the contents and appearance of 

the R;pple tool.

Nature Imagery

Guided imagery (GI) has also proven to be 

effective for reducing anxiety symptoms. Thus, 

nature-based GI might help to overcome the 

limitation of access to nature and strengthen 

the impact of GI interventions. Further, there is 

evidence that visual mental imagery and visual 

perception share similar representations and 

are similarly processed (Borst and Kosslyn, 

2008). 

CALM

CALM has been selected to appear on the 

R;pple tool as they provide a free, anonymous 

webchat facility for users, and has increased in 

popularity year on year, demonstrated below 

and indicating a demand for online chat 

services. CALM also provides a focus on male 

mental health. Every week 125 people in the 

UK take their own lives. And 75% of all UK 

suicides are male.

Hub of Hope

Hub of Hope has been selected to provide 

users with the offer of local support. Users are 

required to input their postcode into the Hub of 

Hope website to display a list of services local 

to their vicinity. Users are also able to filter 

results according to the specific difficulty they 

are facing, e.g. depression, alcohol abuse, drug 

addiction etc.

LGBTQ+, Deaf, Autistic Community Support

Each group has very different needs and 

requires tailored support. By including a range 

of mental health support for people to choose 

from, we are attempting to resonate with a 

variety of groups and needs based upon the 

statistics and evidence carried out by mental 

health charity Shout.

Technological Interception

Through technology, R;pple is disrupting the 

mental health and suicide prevention sector. 

We aim to provide hope to those who might 

be struggling, based upon the 

recommendations and evidence from.

Frontiers

Message of Hope

A person with thoughts of suicide relate to 

wording that makes them feel understood. 

For this reason, inspirational and positive 

messages will often miss their mark. As a 

result, the chosen message ‘everybody is 

worthy of support’ has been based upon the 

academic evidence of Professor Rory 

O'Conner Integrated Motivational-Volitional 

Model (Defeat & Entrapment), which has 

been chosen to alleviate a sense of 

burdensomeness and is also considered to 

be unambiguous and clear.

Breathing Animation

Before the R;pple tool is presented to a user 

who has conducted a harmful online search, 

a short breathing exercise will be presented. 

You can reconnect with your breath with the 

process of inhaling and absorbing oxygen, 

then exhaling and ridding your body of carbon 

dioxide. Breathing exercises activate your 

parasympathetic nervous system, which 

helps quell physical and mental symptoms of 

anxiety. Research suggests that breathing 

exercises improve focus, especially on the 

way they influence brain activity in parts of 

the brain linked to attention.  

Choice of options

The R;pple tool contains a selection of 

resources in different formats as per the 

evidence outlined in the Suicide Prevention 

Strategy of the UK Government.

Samaritans

The R;pple tool provides immediate 

mental health support in the form of 

Samaritans (helpline), Shout (text service) 

and CALM (webchat facility). The 

presence of these support services have 

been included based upon research and 

evidence conducted by Samaritans and 

the UK Government. 

Shout

According to the Shout Annual Report in 

2020, text messaging has enabled a new 

and discreet way for those in need of 

mental health support to reach out for 

help. Nearly half of the people who texted 

Shout felt more comfortable texting than 

talking about private issues (48%). Texting 

offers them an alternative way to open up 

and share the problems they haven’t been 

able to speak out loud. It also gives 

people a valuable and lasting record of 

their action plan that they can return to 

whenever they need to, or use as a 

starting point for a conversation with a 

parent or GP.

Rounded Edges

The R;pple tool has been designed with 

rounded edges to convey a more friendly 

appearance based on academic evidence.  

(PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 

APA, all rights reserved)

Colours

Parkin discusses the opportunities for 

colour to exert mental health impact in 

healthcare facility design, again pointing to 

certain colours that might exert specific 

impacts on mental health.

@Ripplesuicideprevention
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https://www.prevent-suicide.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Stay-Alive-Evaluation-Report-2020.pdf
https://www.oml.world/
https://clic-uk.org/
https://hubofhope.co.uk/
https://clic-uk.org/
https://www.oml.world/
https://www.prevent-suicide.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Stay-Alive-Evaluation-Report-2020.pdf
https://www.bristol.ac.uk/people/person/Lucy-Biddle-c07f01db-55d3-4f7a-817f-73f92c0a068a/
https://www.bristol.ac.uk/people/person/David-Gunnell-c55647ac-3d4f-406a-a65e-35092d91f7ef/#projects-supervisions
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/research/groups/digitalmentalhealthandwellbeing/people/chris.hollis
https://uclan.academia.edu/KathrynGardner
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4595480/
https://www.thecalmzone.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/AR-20-21-A4-Digital.pdf
https://hubofhope.co.uk/
https://www.prevent-suicide.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Stay-Alive-Evaluation-Report-2020.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7283500/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7283500/
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/pdf/10.1098/rstb.2017.0268
https://www.nhs.uk/mental-health/self-help/guides-tools-and-activities/breathing-exercises-for-stress/
https://fitoru.com/6-science-backed-benefits-of-mindful-breathing-exercises/#:~:text=Mindful%20breathing%20exercises%20can%20help%20both%20your%20body,but%20they%20can%20also%20lower%20your%20blood%20pressure.
http://www.shapps.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Online-Suicide-Prevention-A-Pro-active-Strategy-for-Government-and-the-Internet-Industry-Final.pdf
http://www.shapps.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Online-Suicide-Prevention-A-Pro-active-Strategy-for-Government-and-the-Internet-Industry-Final.pdf
https://shout.ams3.cdn.digitaloceanspaces.com/giveusashout/media/documents/500K-report-13.03.21.pdf
https://psycnet.apa.org/buy/1992-34928-001
https://www.parkin.ca/files/Parkin-Colour-Chart-v5.png
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What our Charity can provide

Our 

messaging 

will be 

focused and 

consistent

Our innovative and 

interceptive R;pple tool 

presents great benefit to 

those with mental health 

struggles at a time when 

they are most vulnerable. 

While other mental health 

charities offer similar 

services to a degree, none 

present the choice of 

support options or 

message of hope that 

R;pple does.

Given the nature of the online 

support we are offering, a 

presence on social media is 

a must.

It’s the place our audience 

expect us to be spoken to and 

provides us with an obvious 

platform to communicate. We 

will continually optimise 

content to improve and 

introduce Test & Learn tactics 

to ensure our tool remains 

fresh and relevant.

To achieve our goal of 

reducing suicide and 

ensuring more people 

secure mental health 

support, we track:

• the number of individuals 

who have searched for 

harmful content online

• The number of 

individuals who have 

clicked on one of 

R;pple’s mental health 

support options

We work collaboratively 

with lived experience 

panels, clinicians, mental 

health professionals and 

charities within the sector 

to ensure our messaging, 

content and approach is 

the right one to take to 

maximise the number of 

people who reach out for 

mental health support 

following a harmful online 

search. 

With more rigorous 

regulatory obligations to 

abide by, R;pple does 

not capture any 

personally identifiable 

information, or ‘track’ 

people. Privacy remains 

at the heart of what we 

do, 

There’s a gap 

in the 

landscape 

and we’re 

uniquely 

placed to fill 

it.

Social is the 

right place 

for us to be 

and the 

audience is 

there

We’re set up 

to provide 

you with 

meaningful 

data and 

analytics.

We are 

GDPR 

compliant 

and privacy 

minded

Providing hope to those who need it the most

Tailored

content 

bespoke to 

your 

organisation

We can tailor the 

content and services 

that appear on the 

R;pple tool (e.g. 

Employee Assistance 

Lines) to meet your 

requirements for a 

one-off fee of £749.00. 

@Ripplesuicideprevention
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Who is R;pple aimed towards?

Overarching

purpose

Audience 

segments

Content 

pillars and 

objectives

Intercepting users 

conducting harmful online 

searches

Promoting the variety of 

mental health resources 

available

Providing hope that things 

can and will get better

Parents
Education Sector 
(Schools, Colleges, 

Universities)

Businesses 
(Colleagues/Customers)

Internet Service 

Providers
(Customers)

Preventing self-harm and suicide through intuitive technology

®

@Ripplesuicideprevention
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Our Charitable Objectives

Reduce the number of individuals who self-harm or go onto end their own life

Maximise the number of educational sector organisations, businesses and parents who pro-actively install R;pple

To expand R;pple to be compatible with mobile and tablet devices

To expand R;pple globally by creating country specific versions of R;pple

Maximise the number of people who utilise free, 24/7 mental health support services

To hold tech giants and social media companies to account for hosting harmful online content

Maximise the engagement of R;pple on Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn)

Raise awareness of mental health support services

Reduce stigma surrounding the topic of mental health

@Ripplesuicideprevention
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Our Team – Voluntary Support
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Who has deployed R;pple?

TM

UniversitiesSchools & CollegesCorporates & Charities

@Ripplesuicideprevention
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Testimonials

“I just wanted to say how 

much I/we at HCC value 

the tremendous work you 

are doing – putting vision 

into practice every day to 

help provide a safety net 

around those in 

crisis. And all in loving 

memory of Josh. Thank 

you isn’t enough – and 

please know you are all 

appreciated so much.”

“The passion and heart 

behind this project is 

truly awe inspiring. The 

R;pple tool is an 

innovative solution to the 

problem of vulnerable 

people using the internet 

to access harmful 

content related to 

suicide. Alice has used 

her skills to create 

technology that is 

providing support and 

saving lives.”

“Without this tool, it is 

quite possible that within 

a couple of clicks, an 

incredibly distressed 

individual, will be able to 

access content that not 

only demonstrates 

means of dying by 

suicide, but 

encouragement and 

detailed instruction of 

how to do so.”

“You’re inspiring people. 

You’re putting hope out 

in the world. You’re de-

stigmatizing mental 

illness. We’re incredibly 

grateful to know you.”

“You speak so eloquently and 

with such power. your 

presentation was incredible, 

from the heart, real, 

professional, passionate, 

relevant, informative and 

impressive. What you have 

achieved and the places you 

have reached in such a short 

time is just remarkable - I 

don't even know you but I am 

so proud of you and your 

team!”

@Ripplesuicideprevention

Registered Charity Number: 1194331
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Team Achievements
2022

‘Outstanding 

Women’

The Women’s 

Awards

‘Social Care, Advice 

and Support’

The Charity 

Awards

‘Product Impact 

Award’

This Can Happen 

Awards

Top 100 Women in 

IT

Women In IT 

Awards

‘Entrepreneur of the 

Year’

WeAreTheCity 

Awards

‘Rising Star’

WeAreTheCity 

Awards

‘Unsung Hero’

Women in 

Insurance Awards

‘Most Inspirational 

Person of the Year’

UK IT Computing

‘SHEro’ 

Inspires Awards

‘Entrepreneur of 

Excellence’

National Diversity 

Awards

‘Hero of the Year’

Women in Tech 

Excellence Awards

‘Future Leader of 

the Year’

Inside Out 

Awards

2021

Women in 

Insurance Awards

Platinum 

Champion

Royal Voluntary 

Service

NHS Parliamentary 

Awards

‘The Rising Star 

Award’

‘Diversity & 

Inclusion Initiative’

British Insurance 

Awards

‘Small Charity, Big 

Achiever’

Third Sector 

Awards

‘Grand Prix Award’

This Can Happen 

Awards

‘Digital Innovation 

of the Year’

Third Sector 

Awards

‘Woman of the 

Year Award’

Business Women 

Excellence 

Awards

Insurance Insider 

Awards

‘Diversity & 

Inclusion Award’‘Woman of the Year’

Women’s Business 

Awards

‘Start up of the Year’

Women in Tech 

Excellence

‘Entrepreneur of 

the Year’

Women’s 

Business Awards

‘Start up of the 

Year’

Women in Tech 

Excellence

‘Hero of the Year’

Women in Tech 

Excellence

‘Innovator of the 

Year’

‘Tech for Good 

Award’

UK Tech Awards



Team Publicity 

@Ripplesuicideprevention
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With special thanks to:
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The Impact since launching on 10.09.2021

@Ripplesuicideprevention
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R;pple 

downloads

850,000 17
Awards 

won

3,200+
Contacts

engaged

1,500+
Businesses

engaged

24
Lives 

Saved

4,000+
Harmful

Searches

Intercepted

9
Countries 

with a 

R;pple 

presence

11M
People 

reached 

through 

PR



Why deploy R;pple?
Promote a Positive Brand

Corporate Social Responsibility

Your brand is your company’s identity in the marketplace. 

It’s what you’re known for and how your customers 

perceive your company.

It goes without saying that every company strives to 

maintain a positive brand image, respected identity and 

favourable public opinion — whether the brand is local, 

national or global. 

Show, publicly, your commitment to improving the mental 

health of your colleagues, customers and clients by 

partnering with R;pple. 

Mental Health Figures

• Male suicide is at it’s highest rate in 20 years in 

2020 (ONS)

• 26.8% of people aged 16-24 report having had 

suicidal thoughts in their lifetime, a higher 

percentage than any other age group (MHFA)

• Every 90 minutes in the UK, a life is lost to suicide 

(The Sun’)

• Harmful internet use was found in 26% of deaths in 

under 20s (Samaritans)Highlighting corporate social 

responsibility: supporting a charity 

enhances a company’s credibility in a 

way that can spread a positive 

attitude amongst their audience and 

help them reach a new market. By supporting a mental health charity, you are opening 

doors to many other businesses, educational 

establishments and charities who also care about mental 

health and prioritise the wellbeing of their staff and 

colleagues. 

Reach more people and collaborate openly about your 

organisation’s mission in smashing the stigma 

surrounding mental health and adding an additional layer 

of protection to your colleagues, customers and clients 

through R;pple. 

Differentiation

Compliment your Wellbeing Offerings

Your current wellbeing offerings provide your staff 

and colleagues with a range of benefits to improve 

wellbeing and mindfulness. R;pple is not a wellbeing 

or mindfulness tool, it’s a crisis intervention tool and 

intercepts those colleagues who might need 

immediate mental health support. 

No Tax Implications

Where a UK tax payer makes a 

charitable donation to a UK registered 

charity, the donor will receive tax relief 

on the donation.

Your colleagues need your support

Your colleagues might be struggling. Many 

individuals find it hard to open up and discuss 

their mental health. R;pple provides a ‘safety 

net’ for those who are in crisis and offers hope 

in their darkest hour.

@Ripplesuicideprevention

Registered Charity Number: 1194331

Save lives.
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How you can help our Charity

@Ripplesuicideprevention
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Promote, 

share and like 

R;pple via 

your Social 

Media 

channels

Download 

R;pple as a 

browser 

extension or 

network 

across your 

company

Organise 

wellbeing 

events 

dedicated 

to mental 

health

Sponsor 

R;pple 

events or 

campaigns

Download 

R;pple at 

home for 

free

Ask 

educational 

institutions 

to download 

R;pple for 

free

Fundraise for 

R;pple –

we’re on 

JustGiving / 

GoFundMe

Include 

R;pple within 

your 

Employee 

Benefits  

initiatives



Useful Links
Website and Social Media Links

• R;pple Website – Link

• R;pple Facebook – Link

• R;pple Instagram – Link

• R;pple LinkedIn – Link

• Alice Hendy LinkedIn - Link

Media Links

• R;pple Media Coverage – Link

• R;pple Award Recognition – Link

• R;pple Speaker Request Form - Link

• Petition for Change – Link

Browser Extension Download Links

• Google Chrome here

• Microsoft Edge here

• Opera here

• Mozilla Firefox here

• Demo on downloading R;pple found here

FAQ’s

• R;pple FAQ’s

Fundraising Links

• R;pple JustGiving Page – Link

• R;pple GoFundMe - Link

• R;pple Shop – Link

Subscription and Sponsorship Links

• Subscription Options – Link

• Sponsorship Options – Link

Policies

• Privacy Policy – Link

• Other policies available by request

@Ripplesuicideprevention

Registered Charity Number: 1194331

http://www.ripplesuicideprevention.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Ripplesuicideprevention/
https://www.instagram.com/ripplesuicideprevention/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/80989632/admin/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alice-hendy-ripple-suicide-prevention-87a486202/
https://www.ripplesuicideprevention.com/media
https://www.ripplesuicideprevention.com/media
https://www.ripplesuicideprevention.com/speaking
https://www.change.org/p/motorola-all-technology-brands-to-install-suicide-prevention-support-on-their-devices-as-default?utm_content=cl_sharecopy_31777907_en-GB%3A4&recruiter=1242774069&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=copylink&utm_campaign=share_petition&utm_term=422559578_uk_web_gs_ua_sap_20211025_generic-exact_conversions-sap
https://t.sidekickopen08-eu1.com/s3t/c/5/f18dQhb0S7kC8dnlbSW1Cf-q559hl2VN1Mk_njHV8VTW3GZHB26sG8gpN6zB6007WzRjf73_C8802?te=W3R5hFj4cm2zwW3K6KtZ1N4JvZW3z9D803T1kw5W1JDYmy4fGB3zW3T1McH43XxF8W43V0-z3Fbt5SW2kcjhP2f8QhTW45V6dw2nx_JHW1mp7yl1JG8_zW3K5VVJ3X-SqyW41q94X3K9ZJxW3Fbt5G1SbFwtW4f8Tn63DDzQ-W1YTrGs3LFcz4W2-DJM-32bqjwW23gplR3C0dnNW2s_7731Y_5VlW3ZtZHF1Qg_FBW41Tl22238xqmW1V9zj82qCZLSW2CxgpP2TkhF2W1-XzbQ3bCrYFW3LHJ-32sF0f2W1RYQdF4fGtCrW2vSs1H1Znmd6W1XmPMF4tFkyXW2zyl4T3XwSrSW2CMKrJ1W_NZlW2zKnhC2B1y9XW3b2XnK3VJCbhW2s_92h4rqpPNW2MSPjT1Vc9j8W4cSk-V3jt8HwW3tSFb73tScW3W1QdrVx4kn5D0W4cvBML3b2WN0W45HqGb1Z9CzcW34qb4w1VvC5xW1Vc_-W2TGyryW309p4T47m5HmW34ry2h1Vgz07W1GbLjP3Cdf4KW2zwDp04tvr-3W2r8_vk1mp67tW3SsSXP22TGc2W1N4h9z1Q69gCW1X0-RX1mp67qW3SsSXP1Y-JcbW1SpNPX1GB6RyW3LCyjB3JH3zkW3H4lLQ22V41MW3BMTn-1S4hCbW1pLjNY29b0KWW3yTt0W1mrcF0W1P-g4m1mrcF2W23gj3g1--v7lW1_jnyq1W_nQRW1N7JmF23gjHDW22X_xJ1S4hHDW2121qR3H59PSW21jG_h3LHhzjW3z9CTM1V24ntW3z7xqJ3z7xqJW3z7r7t2sB3fJW2szFP32sD8TcW20W6pV1S3Vj1W1N81-J20W67mW2123_n3X-qTwW41kBPG34qcNgW3BXd-G3BMYlnW3KcGQk2HT9SrW2Rs2992PNMk9W2RstP92PtxBBW2HT9Sr383-yBW2RT-652PtxBjW34yKyM2HTvV6W3z3pCS2PtxBKW38b_xb2RNYbNW1V8dcJ2sB4cKW1N0bMJ45rYwYW3zhrq_1_5FJHW2qV5JV2MRWgxW4ckw0g45nWkRW2qNjDv2KVb4fW3z0Sr72CVKWlW2qLftQ2vC9Y3W3H8Zs91V8dkcW3_Ygfx3K9cl2f4kCH7GW3&si=8000000018984699&pi=f7c9cf69-c9c2-412f-8176-ea4ed28fa881
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